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Other ways to say rise

NOUN
subida rise, ascent, climb, upload, raise, rising, uploading
ascenso promotion, ascent, rise, climb, rising, upgrade, climbing
aumento increase, increasing, rise, gain, rising, raise,

augmentation
surgimiento emergence, rise, arising, surge, sprouting
levanta raises, lift, rise, pick up, rises, rising
lugar place, location, spot, site, venue, rise, held
origen origin, source, rise, originating
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origen origin, source, rise, originating
VERB

levantarse rise, wake up, rising, waking up, lifted
elevan rise, raise, elevate, towering, soaring, soar
subir climb, up, upload, raise, rise, go upstairs
aumentando increasing, rising, rise, growing, raising, enhancing,

boosting

How to use subida

Planes to full rise. Controles en subida total.
Yeast is used in bread to make
it rise.

La levadura se utiliza en pan para
hacerle subida.

... coming out of nothing, rise
quickly where they dissolve.

... que no salían nada, subida
rápidamente donde disuelven.

... has a nice, clean rise time. ... tiene un tiempo de subida bueno y
limpio.

... numbers may seem small,
the rise significantly increases
the likelihood ...

... cifras pueden parecer pequeñas, la
subida aumenta significativamente la
probabilidad ...
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rise - English-Spanish Dictionary - WordReference.com
www.wordreference.com/es/translation.asp?tranword=rise
rise n noun: Refers to person, place, thing, quality, etc. (high water level) crecida nf
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English-Spanish Dictionary.
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Many translated example sentences containing "rise in" â€“ Spanish-English dictionary
and search engine for Spanish translations.

rise translate English to Spanish: Cambridge Dictionary
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-spanish/rise
rise translate: elevarse, salir, subir, levantarse, subida. Learn more in the Cambridge
English-Spanish Dictionary. Learn more in the Cambridge English-Spanish Dictionary.
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https://dictionary.reverso.net/english-spanish/rise
rise translation spanish, English - Spanish dictionary, meaning, see also 'rise up',pay
rise',price rise',wage rise', example of use, definition, conjugation, Reverso ...

Sunrise in Spanish | English to Spanish Translation ...
www.spanishdict.com/translate/sunrise
Translate Sunrise. See 2 authoritative translations of Sunrise in Spanish with example
sentences, phrases and audio pronunciations.
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2,820,300+ followers on Twitter
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